The Students of Deep Springs College

Deep Springs College is the most unusual college in America. Arguably, it is also the best. It is
located in such a remote place in the high desert in eastern California that its mailing address
is in Nevada. There are up to twenty-six students who hire and fire the faculty, design the
curriculum, select the incoming students, do all of the work on the colleges organic farm and
ranch, cook the meals, work in the office, and generally maintain the school. Academically,
Deep Springs is virtually unrivalled. Internationally acclaimed photographer Michael A Smith
discovered Deep Springs College quite by chance after photographing in Californias remote
White Mountains. He eventually went back to Deep Springs to teach for a term. While in
residence he created a superb photographic portrait of the college. To accompany their
portraits, the students contributed autobiographical notes as well as writings about their
experiences at the school. Collectively, these writings give the reader a vivid sense of the Deep
Springs College experience.
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Deep Springs College is technically a junior college; however, its success in placing students
at prestigious universities places the school in a category of its. Deep Springs College. Deep
Springs College is a small liberal arts two-year college in Deep Springs, California, United
States. With fewer than 30 students at any given time, the college is the smallest institution of
higher education in the United States. Organization and - History - Isolation - Alumni.
The entering class of Deep Springs College traditionally poses for an informal photograph
shortly after the new students arrive on campus. But some alumni who opposed the move sued
to block coeducation, arguing that the college's founder, L. L. Nunn, did not want to educate
women. Dana Goodyear on Deep Springs College, an isolated two-year men's Nunn wanted
his students to form and govern their own ideal society. Applying to Deep Springs College?
Get up-to-date admissions statistics, SAT scores, student reviews, and more from The
Princeton Review. Deep Springs college is located in the high desert of California. Students
hold jobs on the farm and ranch, and cook, clean, and maintain.
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